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FINISHES: in 33 matt lacquer colours, in 16 gloss lacquer colours, 

gold leaf, silver leaf.

The structure is made from lacquered class E1 particleboard panels. The 

fronts are made from lacquered, curved, ayous multilayer panels. The 

lacquers used are of the matt polyurethane water-based type for matt 

lacquers and brushed polyester for gloss lacquers. All the drawers are 

soft-close. The model is supplied with a handle sunken into the front.

No accessory is available.

NOTES: custom-sizing and special reductions are not available
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matt lacquer 
33 colours

gloss lacquer 
16 colours

gold leaf
silver leafCODE

2-DRAWER NIGHT STAND

3-DRAWER DRESSER

model code 9740

GLOBO_2

W H D
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495 500 495 EC170

1407 717 527 EC173



FINISHES

3 WOOD COLOURS 33 MATT LACQUER COLOURS

Bianco candido

Corda

Beige seta

Beige soia

Beige argilla

Arancio mango

Verde army Verde ossido Verde giada

Beige sahara

Marrone caffé

Giallo orzo

Crema Beige cappuccino

Rosso cina

Avorio gesso

Rosso rubino

Marrone cacao

Verde sporting

Marrone glacè

Giallo curry

Marrone daino

Ambra

Blu notteVerde oceano Viola ametista Blu avio

Grigio antracite

Nero fracAlluminio

Grigio nuvola Grigio piomboGrigio perla

COMPLIANCE TO SAMPLE

Compliance to sample cannot be absolute because there are tolerance margins due to product variations  (colours, materials, sizes) or caused by environmental factors 

(light, humidity etc...).

If the order is completed at different moments in time it is impossible to guarantee a perfect colour/cover match between the original layout and additional 

units.

“Aged” creola oak

“Aged” tabacco oak

“Aged” basalto oak
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FINISHES

13 COLOR WOOD COLOURS 16 GLOSS LACQUER COLOURS

Gloss Avorio gesso

Gloss Grigio perla Gloss Grigio antracite

Gloss Nero frac

Gloss Bianco candido

Gloss Arancio mango

Gloss Marrone dainoGloss Beige cappuccino

Gloss Marrone caffé

Gloss Rosso rubino

Gloss Verde sporting

Gloss Corda Gloss Beige sahara Gloss Beige seta

Gloss Marrone glacè

Gloss Rosso cina

Avorio gesso

Grigio perla Grigio piombo

Grigio antracite Nero frac

Bianco candido

Marrone dainoBeige cappuccino

Marrone caffé

Corda Beige sahara Beige seta

Marrone glacè

COMPLIANCE TO SAMPLE

Compliance to sample cannot be absolute because there are tolerance margins due to product variations  (colours, materials, sizes) or caused by environmental factors 

(light, humidity etc...).

If the order is completed at different moments in time it is impossible to guarantee a perfect colour/cover match between the original layout and additional 

units.
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FINISHES

COMPLIANCE TO SAMPLE

Compliance to sample cannot be absolute because there are tolerance margins due to product variations  (colours, materials, sizes) or caused by environmental factors 

(light, humidity etc...).

If the order is completed at different moments in time it is impossible to guarantee a perfect colour/cover match between the original layout and additional 

units.

MATERIALS

ecomalta®

Stone

Black slate Silver shine

Cooper Galaxy

The inside of the drawers is supplied matt lacquered only.

Beige seta

Grigio polvereBianca

Beige argilla

Gold leaf

Silver leaf
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